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Pink And Gray
This 52 Week Planner for the year 2020 is perfect for
organizing your life, jotting down reminders and notes,
and planning your schedule. Includes extra dot grid
pages for notes and goals. Designed in North Carolina.
Impacting over 20 million readers for over 30 years, the
Life Application Study Bible is Today's #1-selling study
Bible. Now it has been thoroughly updated and
expanded, offering even more relevant insights for
understanding and applying God's Word to everyday life
in today's world. Available in large print.
This is a blank recipe book with a beautiful floral design.
This blank cookbook is 204 pages in total with 200 blank
pages for recipes to be written in. The book comes with a
pink cover and gray floral design for all ages. This makes
for a great gift for Mother's Day, Wedding's or even a
house warming gift, the gift giving options are endless.
This beautiful pattern of pink, gray (grey) with pink stripe
is perfect for kids of all ages. The 6x9 size makes it
perfect to carry in your purse, back pack or case. It's
perfect for journal writing, note taking, shopping lists or
whatever your need may be. It makes the perfect gift for
the camo lover in your life. FEATURES 120 PAGES 6X9
SIZE WIDE RULED
Cat Notebook For Girls Pick up this cute notebook for
kids to draw and write in. Inside: combination of lines and
space to draw, 110 pages. Perfect for age 5-7 years old.
Cover: soft, matte. Design: cute cat sleeping on top of a
cloud, pink and grey Size: xl - 8.5 x 11 inches. Discover
many more draw and write journals for kids by visiting
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New Day Journals author page.
This blank, lined journal features a lovely pink and gray
chevron cover design with a faux satin pink bow. Emilia:
Baby Journal is a special keepsake, letters notebook to a
daughter, or organizational milestone tracker for mom
and baby Emilia. It also makes a perfect gift for a mom-tobe and her sweet baby. The 6x9 sized, matte softcover
makes this a portable and easy to store journal.
This blank, lined journal features a lovely pink and gray
chevron cover design with a faux satin pink bow. Olivia:
Baby Journal is a special keepsake, letters notebook to a
daughter, or organizational milestone tracker for mom
and baby Olivia. It also makes a perfect gift for a mom-tobe and her sweet baby. The 6x9, 120 page, matte
softcover makes this a portable and easy to store
journal.
Know someone who is getting ready for the big day? Do
you know someone who loves to doodle, create and is
always sketching down ideas?This is the perfect
sketchbook for them! 90 blank black bordered pages to
draw, practice and doodle. 6 x 9 inches so plenty of
space for the perfect masterpeice. Makes a great gift for
the future MRS. Pretty pink and grey design with a wrap
around effect.

Wedding Guest BookRose Pink and Gray | 200
Guests with Unique Interior | Soft Cover
Do you want a great gift for someone who loves to
stay organized and plan everything out? Get this
planner today! This 2020-2024 5 year planner is the
perfect present for your favorite friend or family
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member who loves making their own schedule.
Details for this journal include: 8.5 x 11 inches, 133
pages, matte finished floral cover and white paper
interior. For more books and journals, be sure to
click on the author name.
Composition Notebook - Black Marble Pink and Gray
- Wide Ruled 100 Pages - Blank Lined Notebook Be a trendsetter! Wide Ruled Black Marble Comp
Book 100ct - Marbled Composition Notebook This
pink and black marble composition notebook is both
practical and uplifting with this jazzy pattern to
brighen up the usual boring black marble comp
notebooks. Get inpired with this pink notebook wide
ruled black marble composition notebook - why be
boring and dull when you can have a beautiful
pattern like this to look at. The marble composition
notebook of the past, just got way more cool and
colorful! 100 pages | 7.5" x 9.25" Pink composition
notebook Great gift for journaling Marble
composition book
Dot Grid Journal : Pink and gray floral notebook.
Perfect for bullet journaling. Extra large size - 8.5 x
11 inches. 110 pages. Dotted paper notebook.
Discover more dot grid journals: search for "Mango
House Publishing dot grid" in the Books section.
This blank, lined journal features a lovely pink and
gray chevron cover design with a faux satin pink
bow. Emma: Baby Journal is a special keepsake,
letters notebook to a daughter, or organizational
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milestone tracker for mom and baby Emma. It also
makes a perfect gift for a mom-to-be and her sweet
baby. The 6x9 sized, matte softcover makes this a
portable and easy to store journal.
This beautiful journal also has a lovely interior. It
features a light border around the pages and is very
lightly lined for maximum readability, framing your
words, beautifully. Outside cover is soft, matte pink
with gray design. Perfect to use for notes, as a diary,
school or work. Makes an inexpensive and
thoughtful gift for women. Details: ~ 6X9 inches~ 100
page lined notebook ~ matte finish ~ paperback ~
quality binding Please click our name (Songbird
Publications) under the product title to see our other
listings.
This blank, lined journal features a lovely pink and
gray chevron cover design with a faux satin pink
bow. Charlotte: Baby Journal is a special keepsake,
letters notebook to a daughter, or organizational
milestone tracker for mom and baby Charlotte. It
also makes a perfect gift for a mom-to-be and her
sweet baby. The 6x9 sized, matte softcover makes
this a portable and easy to store journal.
This blank, lined journal features a lovely pink and
gray chevron cover design with a faux satin pink
bow. Ava: Baby Journal is a special keepsake,
letters notebook to a daughter, or organizational
milestone tracker for mom and baby Ava. It also
makes a perfect gift for a mom-to-be and her sweet
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baby. The 6x9 sized, matte softcover makes this a
portable and easy to store journal.
Beautiful journal for women. Lightly lined interior with
cute scrolls at top and bottom of pages. A pretty gift for
girls. 6X9 inch, 107 pages, matte finish. Cute Notebook
Factory makes wide variety of beautiful journals and note
books for girls, perfect for school, work and home.
Please click our name to see all of our listings.
You are bored. Want something to have fun, but also
something only for adults. Here you are, this book
contains funny questions for adults and suitable for men
and women, This also very nice gift for your partner.
Be inspired by writing down those thoughts, dreams, and
ideas that come to mind. Take time to then reflect on the
brilliant thoughts and ideas you had "back then". Great
people go far because they pay attention to what they
are hearing and seeing. Here are some ideas for your
journal: Use your Journal to: Writing down your dreams
and goals Process your emotions on paper and get to
the truth Use to write down your nighttime dreams
Capture milestones and accomplishments for reflection
later Write down your strengths and affirmations. When
things get tough - go back and reflect? Specs: 6.69 x
9.61
The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde
Rose Pink and Gray (Grey) | 200 Guests with Unique
Interior | Soft Cover This wedding reception guest book
has a unique interior that includes: ?? Well wishes for the
happy couple ??How long have you known the couple
??How you met ??Where you have traveled from to
attend the wedding ??100 pages (2 guests per page) Page 5/10
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soft cover
This 8x10 College Ruled Composition Notebook has 108
pages (54 paper sheets) and a satin matte paperback
cover. It's perfect for throwing in your bag to take notes,
jot down reminders, use for studying, or as an agenda.
Perfect bound.
This Composition Notebook: Pink and Gray Plaid (7.5 x
9.25 inches) easily fits inside a backpack or laptop bag. It
contains 130 wide ruled pages; great for students,
professionals, and creatives. Composition Notebook
Features: Soft cover with matte finish Dimensions: 7.5 X
9.25 inches (19.05 cm to 23.5 cm) White paper, Wide
Ruled 130 pages Use for essays, note taking, and
creative writing
Red-orange, Yellow, Pink, And Gray Dot Grid Journal Sloth Notebook Perfect for beginner bullet journaling Dot
Grid Journal Light gray dots Grid size: 0.25 inches 110
pages (white paper) 8.5" x 11" extra large size Matte,
soft cover Featuring cute sloth art Please visit our New
Day Journals author page for more journals and
notebooks.
Irises Pink and Gray - Van Gogh extra large print cross stitch
pattern by Cross Stitch Collectibles Finished size (depending
upon the fabric you choose) : 14 count aida: 25" x 19.75" 18
count aida: 19.5" x 15.25" 24 count aida: 14.5" x 11.5"
Stitches: 350w x 275h Pattern Features: * Extra-Large-print
for easy reading * Full cross stitches only * Black/White chart
with easy-to-read symbols * Comprehensive instruction sheet
* Complete materials list included Benefits of Large-Print
Cross Stitch Patterns: : This book is an "Extra-Large-Print"
cross stitch pattern. Stitching our beautiful cross stitch
patterns is a labor of love and very time-consuming. Reading
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such large patterns for hours at a time can pose a challenge
for stitchers of all ages. The large grids and alphabetic
symbols used in this cross stitch pattern book makes tackling
such a large project much easier and more enjoyable. Cross
Stitch Collectibles specializes in high quality cross stitch
reproductions of fine art paintings by the Great Masters,
including Italian Renaissance, Impressionist, Pre-Raphaelite,
Asian, Fractal art, and many more styles. You will find
something to love and cherish in our vast collection. Cross
stitch your own masterpiece today!!
With a generous print size, this personal-size Bible is the
perfect blend of readability and portability.
This 6x9 110 Page Lined Notebook is perfect for throwing in
your bag to take to work, class, or anywhere you need to jot
down reminders, take notes, sketch or doodle, study, or
journal.
This lovely journal features a simple abstract pattern of leaves
in blush pink on white, drawn in minimalist scandinavian style.
The label says "NOTES" in gray hand-lettered writing. The
line pages are perfect for writing notes, reflections, gratitude,
daily to-do lists, and more! The slim style is perfect for travel.
6 x 9 inches 120 lined pages Soft matte cover Squidmore &
Company Stationery(TM) makes a variety of task-kicking
planners, bold notebooks, quirky composition books, and
lovely journals. This soft cover notebook is perfect for
business planning, taking notes at school, creative writing,
journaling, as a custom planner, habit tracker, bullet lists and
other long form writing. This notebook makes a great gift or
stocking stuffers for women who love to write.
Oh, Baby! We are all here to celebrate your new family
addition! Owl baby shower guest book with a pink baby owl
and gray accents. Create a wonderful keepsake of your
special day with this sign in journal for your friends and family.
Each guest has a full page to leave their name, advice for the
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new parents and best wishes for the new family addition.
Includes baby shower gift log pages at the end of the guest
book to help when it is time to send thank you cards.
Additional pages at the end for recording the birth stats for
your baby and including some pictures of your baby shower
or your new addition! Matte finish; perfect bound paperback;
108 Pages.
Capture the special memories of your event with this elegant
guest book. Perfect for Baby Showers, Adoption Parties, or
Sip & See Parties. 4 guest names per page (enough room for
208 guests), plus space for your guests to write a note Title
page includes space to personalize the event and date
Printed single-sided to avoid ink bleed through Stunning
snowflake image on matte cover White paper interior Book
dimensions 8.5 inches x 6.25 inches
This Taekwondo notebook features two sparring girls, with
the words "Taekwondo Girl" on the cover. There is ample
room inside for writing notes and ideas. It can be used as a
notebook, journal or composition book. This paperback
notebook is 8.5" x 11" (letter size) and has 108 pages (54
sheets) that are wide ruled.
120 Page 6 x 9 Ruled JournalBuy One For Each Month
Part of our Print Patterned notebook series...Pink and Gray
Floral Print Pattern. Everyone needs a place to record things.
Whether the journal is used to record personal thoughts,
travels, life events, gratitudes, daily tasks, quotes or notes, it
doesn't matter. What matters is that, you pick up a
notebook/journal or maybe several notebooks and make
journaling a daily habit. Creating a record empowers you. It
will inspire you. It will allow you to track your successes. It will
help to clarify your thoughts. If you make journaling a part of
your daily life, it will forever enhance your life. It will help you
live a fuller life. It is the perfect size to take with you anywhere
you go. Just toss it in your bag or purse. The
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notebooks/journals make great gifts for....yourself, holidays,
friends, birthday, graduation, neighbors/co-workers,
teachers/students or gift baskets. Here are some of the uses
of notebooks/journals... personal thoughts quotes goals &
goal tracking gratitudes doodles/sketches creative writing
mind mapping idea generation/brainstorming project planning
recipes road trips/travel adventures bucket lists to do
lists/task tracking planner meditation and reading notes
Notebook/Journal General Info Dimensions = 5" x 8" (12.27
cm x 20.32) Line Spacing = Medium/College Rule [9/32" (.28"
or 7.1 mm)] Pages = 101 Pages/50 Sheets Cover = Soft
cover Lines = Lightly Lined The notebook/journal is available
in a variety of page counts and with a variety of book cover
colors. Note...Several summary/index pages were included so
a Table of Content can be created, if desired.
This Cute Flamingos on cover. There are Notebook Journal
,You can use to note or write your idea. It can be used as a
notebook, journal or composition book. This paperback
notebook is 8.5" x 11" (letter size) and has 110 pages (55
sheets) that are wide ruled. ** Has Mini Icon Bag and Sun
Glass on Right Page **
Are you looking for a beautiful solution to get your schedule
organized? This 6x9 Weekly Planner is the solution you're
looking for. Calendar Year 2022 Have a big picture view with
monthly pages Track essential appointments with the one
week per page Prioritize with monthly and weekly to-do lists
Keep important information at hand with spaces for notes
Create pages with 25+ dot-grid pages See the National
Holidays in the dated versions Buy now! It makes a beautiful
gift for you, your family, friends, or coworkers.
There is ample room inside for writing notes and ideas. It can
be used as a notebook, journal or composition book. This
paperback notebook is 8.5" x 11" (letter size) and has 110
pages (55 sheets) that are college lined.
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Ideal for people on the go, with the Pocket Companion Bible
you can take the Word of God with you wherever you go.
Whether you are a world traveler or just heading to church or
work, this stylish Bible fits neatly into any travel bag,
briefcase, purse, or backpack.
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